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Role of the weak boson masses in the studies of electroweak 

higher order effects is surveyed. It is shown that precise meas

urements of these masses give us quite useful information for per

forming a clean test of the electroweak theory, and for a heavy 

fermion search. Effects of supersymrnetric particles in these 

studies are also discussed. 
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§l. Introduction 

The standard SU(2)XU(1) electroweak theory, i.e., the Glashow

Weinberg-Salam theory~) ,2)has been very successful, and widely 

accepted as a theory describing consistently the low energy weak 

3
phenomena. Furthermore, the discovery of the weak bosons )has shown 

2
that it is also valid in the region up to -10 GeV. 

This 'success is, however, restricted to the analyses at the 

lowest order of the perturbation. Therefore, more precise tests 

beyond the tree approximation are indispensable as a next step. 

As a matter of fact, many authors have made efforts for this purpose, 

and consequently it is known that the higher order corrections to 

various cross-sections and decay-widths which are normalized by GF , 

the Fermi coupling constant, are generally very small~) We can there

by conclude that the success of the ~heory is not affected by the 

inclusion of the higher order effects. However, it is quite passive 

confirmation of the theory. How can we test the theory much more 

clearly? This is the main theme I would like to talk about here. 

In relation to this problem, it is found by the studies of 

several authors that the weak boson masses, Mw and M ' take quitez 
important roles. By the use of the theoretical relation between ~ 

and M ( the Mw-MZ relation ), we are able to make interestingZ 

investigations. 5) ,6) I will survey those studies as follows: First 

briefly summarize the calculations of the electroweak higher order 

effects ( §2). Then, the ~-MZ relation is derived, numerically 

examined and its application to a heavy fermion search is described 
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( §3). Recently supersymmetric theories 7 )are drawing attention of 

particle physicists in relation to the anomalous events at CERN pp 

collider,8) so I show in §4 the effects of supersymroetric particles 

in the ~-MZ relation. 9) A conclusion is given in the final section. 

§2. Electroweak Higher Order Effects 

Higher order effects in the electroweak theory have been in

vestigated for more than ten years. However, the purpose at an 

early stage was a rather theoretical one, i.e., the confirmation of 

the UV-divergence cancellation by concrete computations. It is 

after the phenomenological success of the theory ( especially after 

the discovery of W± and Z bosons 3 
» that particle physicists have 

become really interested in the experimental verification of these 

effects. 

Let us summarize renormalization calculations~ Necessary steps 

are as follows: 

i) Fix a set of independent parameters through which we work. 

ii) Introduce renormalization constants, and divide thereby the bare 

Lagrangian into the tree one ( from which the Feynman rules are 

produced )2)and the counterterms. 

iii) Choose a subtraction scheme to fix the counterterms. 

iv) Make actual calculations with a suitable regularization of the 

UV-divergence. 

v) Determine the values of the renormalized parameters by taking 

appropriate input data, and substitute them into the results. 
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In the following I briefly explain the above steps. 

i) The basic Lagrangian of the electroweak theory includes five 

kinds of independent parameters except for the Kobayashi-Maskawa 

mixing parameters. lO ) They are g, g'( the 5U(2) and U(l) coupling 

constants), ~, A ( the Higgs potential parameters) and gf ( the 

fermion-Higgs Yukawa coupling constant). We may, of course, work 

with anY,other combinations of th~m. Very convenient ones are e 

( the electric charge ), ~, M ' ( fermion mass) and mcp ( HiggsZ mf 

mass ), which I adopt here in relation with the renormalization 

scheme. 

ii) and iii) At present, several schemes are known. 4 ) In prin

ciple, all are equally good, but I think the on-mass-shell renormali

zation2 ),ll)is easiest to understand for people who are familiar 

with the renormalization in QED. This is because the former scheme 

is the most natural extension of the latter. I describe this on-

mass-shell scheme briefly. The renormalization constants are intro

duced as 

W± b R.2_oson: --wO = ~ + o~ , ( 2-1 ) 

Z boson and A ( photon ): 

Zl/2 zl/2) ( Z )ZZ' ZA ~ 
( 1/2 1/2 ' ( 2-2 ) 

ZAZ ' ZAA A~ 

Electric charge: eO = Ye . ( 2-3 ) 
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The other constants for the fermions, the Higgs boson, the Nambu-

Goldstone bosons and the Fadeev-Popov ghosts are introduced in a 

similar way. These renormalization constants are determined by the 

on-mass-shell conditions. For example, the conditions for 6~, ZW' 

6M2 and Z.. ( i, j=Z,A ) arez l.J 

( 2-4 a ) 

Re ITZ(M~) = Re IT Z' (M~) = Re ITZA(M~) = 0 , 

( 2-4 b ) 
ITA ( 0 ) = ITA' (0) = IT ZA ( 0 ) = 0 , 

W Z A ZAwhere IT , IT ,IT and IT are the transverse parts ( the coefficients 

+
of gaS) of the W-, Z, A and Z-A proper self-energies respectively. 

( Note that in the six conditions in Eq. (2-4 b), only five are 

linearly independent due to the remainingU(l) gauge symmetry.) 

Then, after similar applications for the other fields, we obtain the 

+
physical masses M , M etc. and the properly normalized fields W-,w z 
Z, A etc •. 

iv) Much efforts have been paid for evaluating radiative corre

. f' 4)ctl.ons or varl.OUS processes : v e ~ v e, v e ~ ~v, v q ~ v q, 
~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ 

+ - + - + eq ~ eq, e e ~ ~ ~, e e ~ Z¢, •••• As for the regularization 

of the UV-divergence, the dimensional method is often adopted. All 

those calculations are lengthy and tedious, and it is impossible to 

mention details of them. I only show the relevant Feynman diagrams 

for the one-loop correction to the muon decay-width r in Fig. 2.1 
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as an example. 

Fig.2.1. 

Relevant diagrams for the one

loop correction to the muon 

decay. Blobs stand for all 
(5) (6) possible one-loop diagrams. 

(The scalar exchange diagrams 

are neglected as usual.) 

(7) (8) (9) 

v) In principle, any set of input data will do as long as we 

have very precise experimental information on them. Actually, how

ever, we are interested in studying how the success of the theory 

at tree level is affected by the higher order contributions. Hence 

we should use the same input data as those in the tree analyses. 

exp (There, the fine structure constant a = 1/137.036 ) and the muon 

decay-width r exp which is commonly expressed in terms of G~xp( = 

( 1.16632 ± 0.00002 ) x 10-5 GeV- 2 ) are always taken since their 

experimental uncertainties are remarkably small. In addition, 

various particle masses ( except for .Mw and MZ )#1 and the Weinberg 

angle sin2e~XP ( ~ 0.21-0.22 ) are usually used. ( The superscript 

"exp" means the lIexperimental value". ) 

For the electric charge and the various masses, we can directly 

substitute the input data thanks to the on-mass-shell renormalization. 

( Concerning the top-quark mass m and the Higgs mass m¢, we have tot 

assume some appropriate values. The m and m¢ dependence of resultst 

http:0.21-0.22
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will be discussed later, §§ 3.1 and 3.2.) On the other hand, a 

little preparation is necessary in order to determine the values of 

exp . 2 expthe remaining parameters Mw and M by G and Sl.n e w • Supposez F 

thate~XP is obtained, e.g., invlle-+ vlle process, and let us ex

press the corresponding amplitude ( under a suitable approximation 

as 

( 2-5 ) 

Similarly, the II decay amplitude as 

CC 2 - c - aA ( II -+ evv = A (q) eYa (l-y 5)V .vy (l-y 5)ll ( 2-6 ) 

NC NC CC
Here, of course, A , B and A are the ~unctions of e, Mw' MZ' 

m and m¢. Then, two constraints from G~xp and 8~xP are written asf 

. 2e exp
Sl.n W ' 

( 2-7 a )#2 

Gexp 
F ( 2-7 b )#2,#3at tree level ) = --

v2 

These simultaneous equations lead to "indirect" determinations of 

~_ d M f t' f exp . 2 eexp exp d exp( assumed-wan Z as unc l.ons 0 a , GF
exp

,Sl.n W ,mf an m¢ 
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value). For example, we get the well-known results from the tree 

. NC NC CCexpress10ns of 	A , B and A , 

exp( )~~O (= ___TI_a__~___ = 37.2813 ) _ 77 GeV , 

--w 12Gexp . 2 eexp .
S1neexPIWF S1n W 	 I 

( 2-8 ) 


where "(0)" means the lowest order approximation. Similarly, at 

one-loop level,4) 

(1)
~~ - 79.2 GeV , M(l) - 90.5 GeV • 	 ( 2-9 )

Z 

Radiative correction to a cross-section is estimated with thus 

determined parameters as 

a (1) ( N, MW(l) m) a (0) (N MW(O) m m )
~ ,z' mf , ~ - ~, ,z' f' ~ 

!J. = 't' 	 't' • ( 2-10 )
(0) (0)

a (a, MW, Z' 	 mf , mcp ) 

( Here and in the following, we sometimes neglect the superscript 

Ilexp" for simplicity. 

As was mentioned in §l, it is known that resultant numerical 

results for various processes are very small, and it seems quite 

difficult to check !J. experimentally. For example, the corrections 

to a(O) ( ve + ve ) are 2 ) 
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ELab 
v ] [ I::. 

1 (GeV) 0.86 (% ) 

10 2 0.89 ( 2-11 ) 

10 4 0.99 

Must we abandan any clean test of the higher order effects? 

No! The discovery of the weak bosons 3)has given us a new possibili 

ty. Equations (2-8) and (2-9) are "theoretical predictions" for 

Mw and MZ' and should be compared with ~xp and M~xP. If ~;~ are 

more favored than ~~~ definitely, it will be the first confirmation 

of higher order effects. It seems to become possible in the near 

future since the differences the one-loop effects) I::.Mw,z = ~~~ 
- ~~O) are unexpectedly large. ( As will be explained in §3.1, the--w, z 
main origin of this,large effects is the logarithmic term of the 

form a in (mf/Mw,z) . ) 

However we need a further device to realize this possibility 

since we cannot draw a definite conclusion from the mere comparison 

of ~~~' (l)with ~~~. The reason is as follows: The results (2-9) 

have been derived from the fixed ~~O) ( Eq. (2-8) ), but the actual--w, z 
~~O) have non-negligible uncertainties ( ~O)= 77.9 ± 1.7 GeV and--w, z 
M~O)= 88.8 ± 1.4 GeV ) because the present data on e include aw 
rather large error, at least ~5 % ( sin2e:xP= 0.229 ± 0.010 )~2) 

Therefore, the one-loop effects become totally unclear. Furthermore 

it will not be easy to make the precision of eexp much higher due
W 

to difficulties in neutrino experiments. 
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It is a theme of the next section to mention the necessary 

device. 

§3. Weak Boson Mass Relation 

Needless to say, the defect appeared in the end of the last 

section comes from the use of the data on ewe Therefore, let us 

eliminate ew from the analyses. ~hat is, let us make analyses with 

Eq. (2-7b) or 

only. Consequently, we will obtain the interrelation between Mw 
and M instead of the separate predictions for them. S) We call itZ 

the ~-MZ relation. First ( §3.l ), I explain this relation assum

ing that all particles are relatively light ( S 100 GeV ), and sub

sequently study the effects of heavy particles ( §3.2 ). 

3.1. 	The ~-Mz relation and light particle effects 

In order to derive more convenient form of the Mw-M relationz 
the form in which Mw is calculated as a function of a, M , andz mf 

CCm~ ), we separate A into two parts: the tree part and the one-loop 

correction, 

( 3-1 ) 

The 	 tree relation is obtained by using AO only as 
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( 3-2 ) 


Similarly at one-loop approximation 

~(M~ _ ~)2
I~L~l) = [ ~_ + A ( ~- M m m ) ] I
'-W --W -~2~---:-2---=2- 1 a, --W' Z'f' 4> ~_=~~0) • 

1TaMz (2MW - Mz) --w --W 

( 3-3 ) 

The explicit form of Al is found in Ref.2). 

In the table 3.1 is given the numerical Mw-MZ relation. The 

rather large one-loop effects, 1~1)_~0) I ~l GeV, observed in the 

table are mainly due to the coexistence of terms proportional to 

a in and a in ~,z in the calculations. These terms are combinedmf 

together in the final result, AI' and produce the large logarithmic 

term a in(mf/~,Z) ( especially large for f = e, ~, u, d and s ). 

l·1 Z 
~O) ~l) 

90.0(GeV) 79.49 78.49 

92.0 81.92 80.99 

94.0 84.31 83.43 

Table 3.1 

The numerical ~-MZ relation. As for the quark and 

the Higgs masses, we have chosen m =md=m =0. 1 (GeV), m =1.5 usc 
(GeV), mb=4.7(GeV), m =30(GeV) and m4>=lO(GeV).t 
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Picking up only the log terms, we obtain an approximate formula: 

( 3-4 ) 

E is the sum in all flavors and colors, and Qf is the corres
f 
ponding electric charge in lei unit. ) 

This large one-loop correctiqn is expected to make a clean test 

of the theory possible. However, we need further studies since it 

also indicates that the two ( and higher ) loop effects may be non-

negligible. Fortunately, we can easily estimate the size of 

E[ a in (m/M) ]n contributions by the well-known techniques: the 
n 
operator analysis combined with the renormalization group equations~3) 

I show here only the result, which is obtained by replacing 

3~ ~Q~tn(:) in Eg. (3-4) by ~{1_a~M)} 14) 

M_ (M2_~~) (~_)
(1 ) = [ ~ + --w Z --w { 1 _ a --w ( 3-5 )MW 2 2 a} ]~_=~~O) ,

2 (2MW-M ) --W --WZ

where a(~) is the running coupling constant 

I again present the numerical results14 ) summing the effects of Eq. 

(3-5) and the remaining O(a) contributions in Table 3.2. We see 

that the [a In]n (n~2) effects are less than 0.1 GeV. Furthermore 

2the a 1n effects have been estimated by Sirlin15 ), and been found 
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much· smaller. 

n n 
M ~O) ~lta] ~lta+a£n] ~Ia+Ea in ]z 

90.0(GeV) 79.49 79.54 78.49 78.41 

92.0 81.92 81.97 80.99 80.92 

94.0 84.31 84.35 83.43 83.36 

Table 3.2 

~lta], ~lta+ain] and Mw[a+Ean£nn] represent the 

values with the D(a) (non-leading) effects only, with 

the full one-loop effects, and with the full one-loop 

correction plus the all leading logarithmic effects 

respectively. 

The remaining ambiguities are the quark masses and the Higgs 

mass. Among them, the light quark mass problem can be avoided by 

using the data of the Drell-ratio with the dispersion technique.#4 

Moreover, it has been studied recently by another approaches. 17 ) 

And it is known that the consequent ambiguity in ~l) is at most ~ 

± 0.05 GeV. Concerning m and m¢, the change of the results is smallt 

if m $ 100 GeV: ~l) decreases at most ~O.l GeV for m¢=lO + 100t 

(GeV), and increases ~0.2 GeV for m =30 + 100 (GeV). Therefore, wet 

have now the results with quite satisfactory precision. 

Let us proceed to a more concrete analysis. How precisely must 

~ and M be measured for an unambiguous test of the higher orderz 
18)effects? This has been assessed by Grz~dkowski et al .. Suppose 
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we get data on M as Mz=M~xP±~M~xP. Then the calculated ~ has theZ 

following ambiguity, 

a~~n) 
~~n) = ~~n) [Mezx~] . ± _-_-w ~Mexp (n=O, 1 ) .. ( 3-6 )--W --W dM Z 

Z 

Since we can expect ~~~ » ~M~xP, we may set 

Next, let us assume that w± boson mass is determined as ~=~xp ± 

~~xp. Then we may conclude that ~l) is experimentally more favored 

than ~O) if, e.g., the following criterion is satisfied, 

( 3-7 ) 

where 

A much more convenient, sufficient condition is 

The second equation shows clearly the precision needed to test the 

one-loop effects. For example, for M =93 GeV, ~xp has to be lessZ
exp (0)than 0.31 GeV (0.23 GeV) for ~z =0.1 GeV (0.2 GeV). ( dMW /dMZ 
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~ 1.19 ) 

These conditions are enough mild for our purpose since deter

minations of MZ to within the error of ±O.l GeV and Mw to within 

±0.25 GeV can be expected in the near future~9) ( See also Ref.20) 

and references cited therein.) Therefore, we will be able to make 

a clean test of the electroweak theory ~s a renormalizable field 

2theory. ( A similar analysis shows that sin e should be determinedw 
within ""0.005 in absolute value for the same purpose. )lS) 

3.2. Heavy particle effects 

In the preceding discussions, we have assumed that heavy particles 

do not exist. How are those discussions modified if, e.g., the top-

quark is not found in the region S 100 GeV? Let us investigate here, 

such a situation. 

So far, there have been various app~oaches to get information 

2lon heavy particles or upper (or lower) bound on their masses. ) In 

relation to the present subject, Veltman's analysis is famous, 22) in 

which heavy fermion effects are examined by the p-parameter. However 

we have now only an upper bound on m ~ 310 GeV )23) due to thet 

non-negligible uncertainty12) in pexp • In contrast with this, we 

can expect that much more useful analysis will become possible by 

the ~-Mz relation6 ) if accurate values for Mw,z are obtained. 

Let us first study heavy fermion effects. Various fermions 

+ 
appear in A ( a, M ' MZ' mf , m~ ) through the W- boson self-energy.l W 

In addition, they also contribute to the viW-
+ 

vertex ( i=e,~ ) since 
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the counterterms for this vertex include the renormalization constants 

2 28Mz, 6MW and Zw. (·The charge renormalization constant Y also includes 

m effect, but it ~s only logarithmic.) In the on-mass-shell renorf 

maliz~tion scheme 21 ,11) (see Eqs. (2-4a,b», 

W' 2(M2) ~~2_ = Re 11 (U) (MoW). ( 3- 9 )= -Re 11 Z(U) z' u--w 

Z W .
( 11 (tJ) express "unrenormalized" quantities) 

For example, the finite part of IT~U) ( except for the coupling con

stants and numerical factor ) is 

W 2 
IT(U) (q ) 

( 3-10 ) 

( ml , m : masses of fermions in the loop)
2 

2 2 2 
so we recognize that Al has dependence through 6MW,z. The 8MW,zmf 

dependent part of Al is 

2 
1TC1MZ ( 3-11 ) 

By combining this equation with Eq. (3-3), the m~ dependent part of 

the ~-MZ relation reads 
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~l) 

( 3-12 )#5 

for a doublet ( ~I' ~i )L whose masses are and - ( Ccolor ismI mi 

the color factor (=3 for quarks and =1 for leptons).) Furthermore 

( 3-13 ) 

in the case mI(or mi»>mi(or mI' and ~,z· ( mf = max[mI,mi ] ) 

Before showing numerical results, let us examine large m¢ effect. 

Due to the same reason as the case of heavy fermions, O~~ include--w, z 
also m; dependent terms, which are as follows in the limit of m¢» 

~,z' 

4CtM
oM2 Z 2] 2 --+- z mcp 321T~(M~-~) 

m¢ 

( 3-14 )2CtMz 2o~ ] 2 -+ - m¢
mcp 321T(M~-~) 


As is easily seen, the mcp 2 terms cancel out in Al 

There appear another seemingly non-negligible terms in the ~ 

decay-width. They are in the contributions of the Nambu-Goldstone 

boson, X, exchange,#6 which are usually neglected because of the 
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suppression factor ~me~/~,z. For example, the XX¢ vertex is pro

portional tQ m~i ~o the 4iagram with the X¢-loop-corrected X propa

4gator seems to produce a ~ dependent term! However, we can again 

confirm by some explicit calculations24 ) that all such terms com

pletely cancel o,ut, and thE;re remains, at best, in m¢ dependence in 

the final result. 25 ) 

Therefore, we conclude that the effect of the Higgs-scalar in 

the ~-MZ relation is small even if ~ is very large, and the domi

nant contribution of heavy particles comes from the m~ terms. We 

show the ~l)-mf curve 24 ) for the case mf=mt»~ in Fig.3.1. We see 

~(GeV) 

82 Input : ~ =91.6 GeV 

( Assumed value) 

100 200 rTf 
(GeV) 

Fig.3.1. 

The ~l)-mt curve for an assumed value MZ=91.6 GeV. 

This value satisfies ~=8l(GeV)=~ltMz=91.6 and m =150].)t 
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that the m¢ dependence of the result is in fact weak, and that pre

cise determinations of ~,z give us a valuable information on mt . 

We can, of course, make a similar analysis for the fourth generation 

fermions if m ~. 30-50 GeV as the preliminary data26 ) show.
t 

Finally I wish to comment on the usual separate predictions for 

~ and M like Eq. (2-9) in relation with heavy fermion search. Asz 
an example, I take the frequently referred ones27 ): 

+ 3.0~l)= 83.0 - 2.8 GeV 

( for m =18 GeV ) ( 3-15 )
M(l)= + 2.5 t93.8 GeV

Z 2.4 

If we get experimental data, e. g. , 

MexpM~XP= 84 0 G V Z = 92 • 8 G V e--w • e , , 

how do you think? At first sight, the agreement of ~~l) and ~~xp. ----w, z ----w, z 
seems quite good. Actually, however, the difference M~xP_~xp= 

8.8 GeV is too small to be consistently fitted by the theory if mt 

=18 GeV. As a matter of fact, we need mt~325 GeV in order to make 

realize the relation ~xP(=84.0)=~llM~xP=92.8] in the framework of 

three generations and m¢=lO GeV. ( The value of mt becomes much 

larger for larger m¢.) 

The reason why such a confusion occurs is apparent: The ambi

guities in Eq.(3-l5) come from only one origin, i.e., ~sin2a:XP, 

and are correlated with each other, so we are not allowed to consider 

a situation ~=83.0+l.0 and M =93.8-l.0. Such a trivial point is,z
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of course, known by the authors. 27 ) Nevertheless I would like to 

stress that the presentation like Eq.{3-IS) is quite misleading 

especially for non-experts, and the use of the ~-MZ relation is 

effective for avoiding such a trouble. 

§4. Supersymrnetry? 

The electroweak theory has been so far very successful, which 

everyone recognizes. From the theoretical point of view, however, 

this theory includes several unsatisfactory points. In particular, 

the elementary scalar fields { a help of which we need in order to 

realize the desirable spontaneous symmetry breaking } cause the so-

called "gauge hierarchy" problem when one proceeds to grand unifi

cation. 28 ) As is well-known, one possible way to avoid this is to 

. 7}
make the theory supersymmetric. 

In addition, several "anomalous" events have recently been 

observed in the CERN pp collider,8) a consistent explanation of 

which may be difficult within the present theory. Although we should 

wait for more accurate information before drawing some definite con

clusions on them, they seem to allow an interpretation in terms of 

supersymmetric SUSy } theories. 29 ) 

Therefore it is significant to study SUSY effects in the Mw-MZ 

relation. 30 } I restrict here the discussion to the minimal super-

symmetric extension of the electroweak theory with soft SUSY breaking 

terms. Furthermore, I only consider the case in which scalar-quark 

(g) masses· { strictly ·speaking, the mass difference between scalar
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quarks in a same SU(2) doublet) are very large. This is because: 


i) We can expect sizable effects by an analogy with the case of the 


ordinary quarks ifq is heavy, 


ii) Otherwise, n6 large effects are expected and we cannot get any 


phenomenologically interesting results since the remaining small 


one-loop effects will depend on various undetermined parameters. 


According to the preceding analyses, it is sufficient to examine 

the q-effects in o~,Z. I consider the effects of uL ' uR' 0L and 

( the superpartners of u ' u R' dL and d R ). In contrast to theaR L 

preceding cases, a little complication occurs due to the qL-qR mixings 

(q=u,d) which are induced by the soft breaking terms. I use a nota

tion where e and m denote the qL-qR mixing angle and the eigen
q qi 

value of qL-qR mass matrix ( i=1,2 ). 

By picking up rn2 
q dependent terms, the result in the limit m» q 

~ , Z 
. 9)
1S 

~~ 
~~l)= [ ~_ + -Vy ( 4-1 a ) 
---W --w 2 (2r-~-M~) 

where 
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46 --- 2 . 46 --- 2 46 - 2 . 46 - 2 x { cos m + s~n m + cos amd + s~n dmd 
u u 1 2u l u 2 


2 2 (- ....) 2. 2 - + cos 6 cos 6dL m ,md + cos 6 s~n 6 L(m ,m ) 
u 1 u d d2u l u l 


. 2 26 (- -) . 26 . 26 (- ""')
+ s~n 6 cos dL m ,md + s~n s~n d L m ,mdu 1 u 2u 2 u 2 

2 . 2 (- ....) 2. 26 (-' - )} ( '1 bcos 6 s~n 6 L m ,m - cos 6ds~n dL md . 4- ),mdu u 1 2u l u 2 

( L(x,y) 

This formula becomes a much simpler form in the limit 6 -+ 0 q 

2
3a.M

Z 

l61T~(Mi-~) 
{ ... 2 m u l 

+ .... 2
rnd 

1 

+ 

4-2 -2m m u l d l 
.... 2 .... 2 m -m u l d l 

rnd 
1n (2)m u l 

} , ( 4-2 

which is exactly the same as the ordinary heavy quark contribution. 

Therefore, we may be able to obtain some useful information on mq 

from accurate values ~~~, but it will be less definite. 

In addition to these studies, much efforts should also 'be paid, 

at present, to confirm whether the observed anomalous events really 

indicate the supersymmetry or not, and to make phenomenological analy

ses on them if it is true. Does the Nature demand a new physics? 

§5. Conclusion 

In this talk, I have shown how valuable information we can get 

from precise measurements of the weak boson masses for testing the 
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electroweak theory. 

If the top-quark mass lies, in fact, between 30 and 50 GeV as 

the preliminary UAI report says, we are able to predict·· the value 

of ~ very accurately as a function of M~ ( except for quite small 

amhiguities from m d and m~ ), ~nd consequently it will serve as u, ,s 'f 

a clean test of the electroweak higher order effects. 

Conversely if the existing or the near-future accelerators fail 

to observe the top-quark, the Mw-MZ relation will be useful for pre

dicting its mass. 

A similar analysis is also possible even though the present theory 

is obliged to be extended to a supersymroetric version ( although 

some ambiguities are inevitable). Moreover, even if we are forced 

to consider a scheme in which the weak bosons are composite particles, 

the measurements of Mw,z are important and will give us strong con

ditions on a model building. 

Anyway we hope that a clean test becomes possible for the electro

weak theory, which is undoubtedly one of the most successful theories 

in the history of the particle physics. 

I would like to thank K-I. Aoki for stimulating discussions and 

especially for pointing out some incorrect expressions in a preliminary 

manuscript. I appreciate T. Muta and H. Aoyama for reading of the 

manuscript, and Toshihiko Hattori for useful conversation and encour

agement. 
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Footnotes 

#1 Needless to say, we could not use the values ~~~ before their 

discovery. 

BNC#2 In the one-loop-corrected ANC , and ACC , the purely electro

magnetic ( E.M.') effects are not contained due to the following 

reason. In the case of the muon decay,. for instance, the follow

ing equation is used 

G2 5 8m2 
exp' FmlJ· . e { 0 25 _ 7r 2 ) }., 

r = 1927r 3 ( 1 - m2 ) 1+ 27r( ~ 
lJ 

when expressing the data in terms of GF .. That is, the 0(0) purely 

E.M. effects ( including the effect of the real photon emission ) 

have already been taken into account at this step. 

#3 Strictly speaking, the constraint by G
F 
exp should be expressed as 

( ~_ M m) = r expr 0, --w' Z' mf'<f> 

partly because the contribution of the Nambu-Goldstone boson ex

change cannot be written in the form like Eq. (2-7b), but the re

sultant difference is negligible. 

#4 As a matter of fact, the values used in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, 

mu=md=ms=O.l GeV, have been derived by this method~6) 

#5 The . dependence of this equation is same as that of the pmI 
paramet~~. It is not accidental since o~,z contribution to p is 

p = 1 + ( oM~/M~ - o~/~ ) 

exp#6 In this case, we must use r=r . ( See footnote #3. ) 
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